
VIDEO FOOTAGE SUBMISSION 
SPECIFIC TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
 
THE CONTRIBUTOR AGREES TO THE FOLLOWING: 
 
1. Contributors can, after connecting to Spotify, participate in this project by submitting 
video footage for ‘DIAMONDS’ by TIMMY TRUMPET, to be possibly featured in the official 
music video. The email address for submitting the video is: 
submissions@rhinopunkmedia.com   
 
2. The music video producers will select footage based on, but not limited to, originality, 
quality of production, quality of the video, use of video angles, use of choreography etc. 
 
3. Upon fulfillment of the conditions laid down herein, Contributor shall grant to Spinnin’ 
Records the non-exclusive worldwide and perpetual right to offer, deliver, distribute, 
promote, market, broadcast, re-broadcast, make available to individual members of the 
public, and disseminate the Video, whether in full or in part, on all media outlets and 
distribution channels (including YouTube). The rights granted herein shall include the right 
to use the Video in the official video by the Artist including with other Contributor’s videos 
submitted. The Contributor acknowledges and agrees that the licence granted in the Video 
herein shall not be subject to any payment by Spinnin and the Contributor shall have no 
entitlement to receive any payment arising from Spinnin’s exploitation of the Video 
(whether as part of the official video by the Artist or otherwise). 
 
4. Spinnin’ Records shall have monetization rights for the exploitation of the Video as a 
standalone video, without any payment to Contributor, including the right to exploit and 
monetize the official video by the Artist incorporating the Video herein without any notice 
to the Contributor and without any payment becoming due to the Contributor.  
 
5. Spinnin’ Records shall be entitled to transfer or sub-license the rights granted 
under article 1. Spinnin’ Records will be entitled to arrange licensing itself, without 
payment or notification to Contributor. 
 
6. The Contributor warrants that the Video does not infringe upon any third party’s 
proprietary rights or intellectual property rights and indemnifies and holds Spinnin’ 
Records harmless against any sums, either awarded by a court order and/or 
payable due to a settlement agreement resulting from a claim by a third party. 
 
7. By submitting your video footage to the project, you accept these Terms & 
Conditions and agree to be bound by the final decisions of the artists. 
 
8. These terms and conditions are governed by Dutch law. 
 


